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• 2000s Science governance: Public 
engagement, 
public participation, citizen science…

• Technological citizenship, epistemological 
pluralism, empowerment…

• Experiments in participation

• Taking publics (more) seriously



Source: https://www.great-project.eu/Deliverables10

2010s ---Turn to RRI: 
• From politics (including conflict, confrontation, aceptance, questioning science…- Focus on publics and citizens
• To research ethics (developing “good science and technology”)– Focus on scientists 



In parallel…



• Openess in science and the need for ‘public’ is not 
new

• Experiements as public demonstrations 
• To “show” – witnessing - transparency
• Legitimation

”Open science” new research policy/‘openess’ in science as value not new



Science on stage: Transparency 



What has happened since then? 

• From ”in situ” demonstrations to the scientific journal as dominant platform for knowledge 
communication

• From direct witnessing to remote-witnessing (peer-reviewing)
• Increased specialization and spatialization (redistributed)

• Internet/Knowledge globalization
• Gene-sequencing / large databases

• From demostrating and witnesses to pro-users
• From experimental reproducibility to data reusability



What do we talk about when we talk about “openess”
in science today?

• Transparency 
• Business model
• Sharing: condition for business but also technical capacity and ‘ethical’ demand



Talking with scientists in labs: 

• They are happy to talk about open science and data

• “I work at a public university, I deposit my data in open repositories”

• Acting responsibly is depositing data in data-bases

• Recurrent idea that the public system is responsible 
for making things easy for industry 
– knowledge and technology provider

• Redistribution of benefits? Often not even considered

• An example from Norway: Bioprospecting the Arctic

Relations between publics, science and innovation? 

Photo: Jessie Gardner.



Creating technical capacity: 
Research ethics inbuilt in data infrastructures and standards? 

Enabling data flow as “good science”









FAIR is not fair

But, how is enabling access acting 
responsibly? –

Transparency or commodification


